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Abstract
Please follow these formatting instructions when preparing the camera-ready copy of your paper. This is an example document using the same formatting.
The abstract title line uses Arial Narrow font and should be 12 points, bold faced, leaving 24 points empty space before it and 6 points empty space after it. (Use style Abstract title.)
The abstract should not contain more than 100 words.
The abstract text should be 10 points, justified alignment, in box with width 1/2 pt, not exceeding 10 lines, indented 0,5cm both from left and right. (Use style Abstract.)
You can also use the document Template2005.rtf as the blueprint to prepare your own paper. It has all the styles defined and you only need to insert your information.
Keywords
The keywords title line uses Arial Narrow font and should be 12 points, bold faced, leaving 12 points empty space before it. (Use style Keywords title). Keywords text should be 12 points, indented 0,5cm both from left and right, leaving 6 points empty space before it. (Use style Keywords.)
Introduction
Please use Times New Roman font or its derivatives for the camera-ready copy of your paper or poster. (Use style Normal.)
The authors' names should be centred, size: 14 points, leaving 14 points empty space below the title. (Use style Authors’ names.)
Affiliation, address and e-mail should be centred, italic faced, size 12 point, leaving 6 points empty space below the name. (Use style Other info.)
Papers
The papers should not exceed 10 pages, title, abstract, figures and references included. Use paper of A4 size (297 x 210 mm).
The text of the paper should be 12 points, justified alignment. Each new paragraph should be separated by 6 point's empty space from the other text. (Use style Normal.)
Do NOT number pages.
Headings use Arial Narrow font and should be 14 points, bold faced, leaving 12 points empty space before and after the heading line (use style Título 1).
Subheadings use Arial Narrow font and should be 12 points, bold faced, leaving 12 points empty space before and after the subheading line (use style Título 2).
Program code
Please use Courier font or its derivatives for the program code, 10 points text size, indented 36 points (0.5”) both from left and right, leaving 6 points empty space before and after each of the program lists. (Use style Program code.)
Tables
Please before each table, put the text Table (italic), number of the table (italic), dot and table's name. This text should be 10 points, leaving 6 points empty space before and after the table's caption (use style Tables).
Table’s caption
Figures
Please under each figure put the text Figure (italic), number of the figure (italic), dot and figure's caption. The text should be 10 points, centred under the figure, leaving 6 points empty space before and after the caption (use style Figure).
Pictures should have at least 300 dpi of resolution. Use wmf, png, tif, or jpg format. Be prepared to send pictures as separated files if asked by local organization.
Figure’s caption
Workshops
Workshops format depends a lot on the creativity of organizers. Organizers can ask different people to contribute on the same subject. An example could be different schools showing the results of a project they have been involved together. In these workshops the participation of students, teachers and researchers is encouraged.
The workshops contribution for the Conference Proceedings should not exceed 10 pages and must follow exactly the same rules as papers.
Tutorials
Tutorials are of the responsibility of their organizers.
The tutorials contribution for the Conference Proceedings should not exceed 10 pages and must follow exactly the same rules as papers.
References
References should be mentioned in the text, using authors' names, comma, and the year of publishing in parentheses, and should be listed in alphabetical order of authors at the end of the paper.
Use the following reference format: the authors' names, year in parentheses, colon (,) title (use italic), colon (,) publication, colon (,) and page numbers. If for some author there are more than one publication per year, then put letters after this year in alphabetical order.

See the following examples:
Laurillard D (1988a), Evaluating Computerbased Learning in Computers in Engineering Education, CTISS Support Service, Avon
Laurillard D (1988b), Computers and the emancipation of students: giving control to the learner, Ramsden (ed), Improving learning Kogan Page, London, 215-233
Magin D and Reizes J (1990), Computer simulation on laboratory experiments: the unexplored potential, Computers in Education 4 (3), 263-270


